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Schneider Electric’s Boston One Corporate Campus in Andover, MA has an advanced microgrid
that automates and controls generated power and serves as a laboratory for research and development. Lyn Corum’s coverage of the Homer Microgrid Conference starts on page 4.
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PUBLISHER’S LETTER
World-Gen was invited to report on the world’s first
solar energy microgrid launched by four partners in
Nice, France at a cost of 30 million euros.
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The US Veterans Administration initiated a major program to upgrade emergency
backup systems at VA hospitals in hurricane zones. The James A. Haley Veterans Hospital
in Tampa, FL completed a $47 million renovation, and we learn the extent of the
upgrades from Stephen McQuaid on page 15.
John Moran writes on page 16 that the price of energy now has a ceiling. The fuel is
free in the “Clean Energy Revolution.”
Bob Palmer analyzes the engineering of Santa’s trip around the world on page 17.
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with EU2020 directives on page 18.
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We are pleased to publish the 20th Annual Bueche Directory of Developers on pages
19 and 20.
As we close out 2018, our 30th year of publishing World-Gen, I would like to again
acknowledge and thank the advertisers who have made all this possible. They are listed on
the back cover.
				HAPPY HOLIDAYS,
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MICROGRID MARKETS EXPANDING
BY LYN CORUM, CLASS OF 2012
with Duane Morris, (see his comments
below). The CEC report notes there are a
few microgrid projects that are moving
forward without significant government
support. Summaries of the 26 microgrids
are included in the report available on the
CEC website, at https://www.energy.ca.
gov/2018publications/CEC-500-2018-022/
CEC-500-2018-022.pdf.
The report, Microgrid Analysis and
Case Study Report, was written by Peter
Asmus, Adam Forni, and Laura Vogel,
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2017.

Resiliency was the word most commonly heard throughout the two-day
HOMER International Microgrid
Conference in San Diego held on October
8 and 9. Resiliency was most often the reason a community, a utility or a campus
seeks to build a microgrid, to protect
themselves from power outages and
extreme weather, especially in North
America. Microgrids outside the US were
being built either to bring power to a community or to replace some of the expensive
diesel fuel they are dependent on with
renewable power.
A report was recently published by the
California Energy Commission that profiled 26 microgrids in both the US and
internationally. Conclusions reached by
the authors, from Navigant Consulting,
were that “although the microgrid market
is developing rapidly it is still relatively
immature and microgrid projects tend to
be highly customized. Therefore, these
projects often require expensive one-off
engineering solutions for emerging technologies (such as advanced energy storage) that in many cases still require government subsidies.” This conclusion was
also reached by at least one speaker at the
microgrid conference.
Government support is almost always
a given to get microgrids built, reported
Patrick Morand, a regulatory attorney
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MICROGRIDS ARE UNIQUE TO SITES
A sprinkling of attendees at the
microgrid conference in San Diego came
from outside the US, and discussed the
microgrid projects they were involved in.
Most are solar photovoltaic combined with
diesel generation. Projects outside the US
usually do not involve energy storage as
they do in the states. Here are some
microgrids operating or being built in
other countries:
Tikuna Energy is developing a pilot
project in Chile for a community
microgrid. Funding has been obtained for
34 solar PV and battery storage systems,
sized at 2 kW her house. No utility power
is being used. The company received 400
applications from residents. Tikuna
Energy will be studying the performance
of the systems for the next year when regulators will be considering regulations.
Alison Mason of SunJuice Solar discussed community microgrids in Puerto
Rico. She moved there to develop projects
and reports that microgrids will remain
isolated from the island’s utility. Barrio
Montones Las Piedras, with equipment
donated by Tesla, serves 12 homes. The
community of Toro Negro, Ciales, having
organized for 15 years, built a solar system
to serve 28 houses, with equipment paid
for by the Puerto Rico Community
Foundation and Somos Solar.

Mason reports that the development of
San Salvador Caguas in Puerto Rico is a
community-driven effort that began two
years before Hurricane Maria. Six consumer education workshops were held and
250 households were surveyed. An additional 550 are interested. A concept design
exists and financing is being sought.
James Hamilton at the University of
Tasmania’s Center for Renewable Energy
and Power Systems discussed remote
microgrids on three islands: King Island,
Flinders Island and Rottnest Island in
western Australia.
Hydro Tasmania recently completed
the King Island Renewable Energy
Integration Project. Designed to provide
up to 65% of the island’s energy use, The
existing diesel engines provide 2.5 MW
peak load and is being augmented by biodiesel. Two wind turbines provide 1.3 MW,
solar systems, 1.2 MW and a battery storage system provides support to the network operating on 100% renewable energy.
It stores excess wind power. Two auxiliary
diesel engines with a flywheel, to cover
short power interruptions, allows 100%
renewable energy supply when production
is high. The project has reduced fuel costs
by 10% according to Hamilton.
Rottnest Island has wind, solar, and
diesel power, according to Hamilton. Solar
contributes a greater amount of power,
wind a small amount. No other details
were available.
Emily Chessin, with the Cadmus
Group reported there are now utilityowned community solar microgrids in the
eastern Caribbean where there is limited
progress and growth in customer-sited
solar PV, especially with commercial and
industrial customers. Electricity costs are
high and there is interest in reducing
those costs, but there are challenges to
making investments. She reported the
Turks and Caicos Utility Limited owns a
solar PV system which home and business
owners can buy into.
Nick Hawley, with BBA Engineering
reported on the Old Crow Off-Grid SolarDiesel Integration project in the Yukon in
Alaska. Described in a Government of
Yukon press release as a community-driv(continued page 21)
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Congratulations
to World-Gen on
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Why trust your solar
investment to yesterday’s
PV testing standards?
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for PV module performance.
Yesterday’s testing methods are not demanding enough to measure real-world
conditions and the impacts of long-term aging on PV modules. That’s why
we’ve introduced MAST. MAST consists of a series of sequential stress tests—
in damp heat, repeated UV exposure and thermal stress cycles—designed to
reflect in-field conditions. MAST will help ensure that you get the most out
of your PV system with improved electrical safety, reduced ground faults,
increased system availability and lower operational costs.
To learn more about MAST, visit photovoltaics.dupont.com
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2019 INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
BY JIM SCHRETTER, CLASS OF 2002

President, Beacon Energy LLC

Next year will likely involve substantial
energy industry challenges, with the disruptive changes caused by PV solar and
storage price declines, and the rise of distributed generation. Winston Churchill
said, “A pessimist sees the difficulty in
every situation; an optimist sees the opportunity in every difficulty.” That thought sets
the stage for the next year in the energy
industry, as 2019 offers a number of opportunities for stakeholders to improve their
value propositions.

EXPECTED US INDUSTRY CHALLENGES
The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change’s (“IPCC”) October 2018
report issued a dire statement based on the
assessments of 90 scientists in 40 countries.
IPCC said that without “rapid, far-reaching
and unprecedented changes in all aspects
of society,” the world would exceed a
threshold increase in temperatures of 1.5
degrees C by 2030. The report went on to
say that the next 10 years are critical and it
is likely to require a 45% reduction in CO2
levels from 2010 to stay below 1.5 degrees
C in 2030. Above 1.5 degrees C, sea levels
may rise by two feet and coral reefs are
likely to be eliminated, creating devastating
environmental and economic damage.
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Worldwide Industry has responded by
creating a group of 800+ companies worth
$16.9 Trillion in market value that are instituting specific scientific carbon footprint
goals in order to help hit targets and create
rapid changes by 2030. Similarly, BP, Total,
Statoil, Eni, Pemex, ARAMCO, and others
have invested hundreds of millions in support of Oil and Gas Companies for Climate
Change (“OGCI”) to provide investments
and new technologies to reduce greenhouse gases. Exxon reported a $1 million
policy investment in support of a U.S. carbon tax to help provide new incentives for
carbon reductions.
Interestingly, a U.S. carbon tax seems
to be getting more attention than ever
before.
In the opposite direction, the US White
House announced a program during 2018
to permit increased methane emissions for
oil and gas producers. It has also lobbied
the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (“FERC”) to provide additional
payment support to operate coal plants,
since they are becoming increasingly noncompetitive.
Aided by tax incentives, the U.S. now
has the lowest unemployment levels in 15
years in 2018 and 10-year Treasury bill
rates are at a 7-year high. With higher
interest rates, the stock market may decline
as the federal reserve has also announced
its intention to raise interest rates in coming months.
New corporate offtake agreements
have surged forward in 2018. The deal
tracker provided by the Business
Renewables Center affiliated with the
Rocky Mountain institute reported YTDAug figures of 3.86 GW in 46 deals exceeding 2.89 GW in 2017. Corporate offtake
agreements continue to drive demand for
new renewables along with state RPS targets, California’s and other states’ renewables and carbon related legislation, and
renewable capital costs compared with traditional forms of generation.

In 2019, the solar residential, commercial, and utility scale markets are expected
to install approximately 12,000 MW of PV
solar according to a Berkeley Labs
September 2018 report, citing their
research plus SEIA, and GTM.
Offsetting the demand for renewables
are continued low prices in the $3/MMBtu
range (Henry Hub) for natural gas, tariff
price increases in modules, inverters, steel
and aluminum and other trade issues. Some
of the new tariffs are in addition to other
tariffs and levels of 25% are possible on
$250 billion in Chinese imported goods
starting in January 2019, with another $267
billion under discussion if China retaliates.
Predictably, pricing in power markets is
still very competitive. Early in 2018, Xcel
Energy reported median bid prices for 2023
PV solar and storage of $36/MWh and $21/
MWh for wind plus storage which showed
developers betting on continued price
declines expected in 5 years. Similarly,
competition for new gas plants is intense
with substantial queue positions reported.
New distributed generation resources with
or without new storage appear poised for
long-term expansion.
SEIA, based on GTM and Wood
McKinsey research, states that a 20 MW
solar project will be the least cost generating resource in 49 states by 2023.

MARKET CONDITIONS AFFECT VALUE
PROPOSITIONS
Developers’ value propositions in 2019
will be affected by the end of the 100% ITC
grandfathering for solar projects, likely
higher interest rates for financing, difficultto-predict equipment costs, grid level risks
and benefits of new storage and generation
on distribution and transmission avoidance
costs, and other factors.
Corporate demand for new projects is
expected to be strong in 2019 as companies
continue to set aggressive sustainability targets. The best developers will have projects
in key locations with acceptable queue positions and interconnection costs, having
lined up attractive long-term financing, EPC
offers and quality equipment less vulnerable to new tariff uncertainties.
Utilities’ value propositions will encom(continued page 22)
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BATTERY STORAGE MARKET
BY JOHN CHEVRETTE

President, Black & Veatch Management Consulting

If you happened to read the third quarter US Energy Storage Monitor, you would
have seen that the market jumped 42 percent between Q1 and Q2 this year.
Produced by Wood Mackenzie Power &
Renewables in conjunction with the Energy
Storage Association, this report also noted
that Q2 year-over-year growth in energy
storage systems topped 60 percent. No one
would call such growth tepid.
Still, analysts expect storage markets to
gain even more dramatically in coming
years, and research from the 2018 Strategic
Directions: Electric Report support these
forecasts. Produced by Black & Veatch, this
report reflects survey responses from utility professionals. Their answers – combined
with market trends – foretell eye-popping
acceleration to come in energy storage
installations.

FOLLOWING THE SUN
One of the key drivers for strong
growth in storage markets is strong growth
in renewables.
Remember when industry experts said
the grid could only handle 30 percent
renewable generation? That view predominated just a few years ago, and it has quickly been proven wrong.
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This past April 28, California’s power
grid reached a remarkable milestone: 73
percent of demand was met by renewable
resources that day.
Granted, it only lasted for an hour or
so, and it happened during the springtime
when three important renewable sources
were running full force: wind, solar and
hydro. But, it shows that renewables can
penetrate power grids far more pervasively
than previously thought. They can even
play a leading role.
What’s more, the cost of renewables
has reached parity with fossil-fuel-based
generation. This year, Xcel Energy in
Colorado received bids from energy developers to supply solar and wind-generated
electricity — with battery storage included
— at a lower cost than conventional generation. Now, the utility plans to procure some
275 MW of solar-paired storage by 2022.
In the Black & Veatch 2018 Strategic
Directions: Electric Report, Black & Veatch
renewable energy experts Jeremy Klingel,
Jason Abiecunas and Lou Graving had this
to say about Xcel’s coming storage deployments: “While Colorado’s supportive regulatory environment helped make this a reality, the major takeaway is that in 2018,
renewable energy at utility scale can not
only be price-competitive with fossil fuels,
but it can even cost less.”
How will utilities deal with ever more
renewable generation on the grid? When
asked to choose the best options for integrating renewables, 66 percent of utility
professionals surveyed for the Black &
Veatch report named utility-scale storage as
their first choice.
Respondents also were asked what system improvements they recommend to help
utilities deal with the variability of renewables. Among the choices were demand
management, storage management, realtime monitoring and rapid cutover solutions
to meet a sudden drop in output.
The most popular choice was quick
response resources, selected by 56 percent

of survey participants, followed closely by
load control devices (51 percent) and
advanced system control devices (48 percent).
Storage can certainly handle the fluctuating power renewables bring. It also delivers the fast-ramping response needed when
generation drops or load profiles follow
California’s infamous duck curve.
According to the Energy Storage
Association, in competitive ancillary markets, flywheel and battery energy storage
systems can beat a power turbine’s
response to a dispatcher’s signal and provide a more accurate response as much as
ten times faster than a turbine’s capabilities.

OPTIMIZING FOSSIL-FUEL-BASED
GENERATION
Along with supporting renewables integration, storage can help utilities make the
most of fossil-fuel-based generation.
In the 2018 Strategic Directions:
Electric Report, my colleague, Alap Shah
writes, “Gas turbines have long played a
central role in helping supply meet demand,
given their ability to quickly flex up or
down to demand peaks and dips. But their
efficiency is diminished when running
under or above optimal load.”
Now, some utilities are starting to pair
storage with traditional generation. An
example Shah points to is the retrofitting of
a 50 MW gas turbine with a 10 MW battery
energy storage system (BESS). This was
done by Southern California Edison (SCE).
The result is a system with faster response
in both starting and ramping.
SCE also entered a power purchase
agreement (PPA) with AES Corporation for
1,284 MW of combined cycle capacity with
100 MW of BESS capability. The combined
cycle plant is slated to come online in 2020,
and the BESS will follow in 2021. Because
the BESS facilitates greater performance
from the combined cycle plant, it allowed
for lower PPA pricing.
Other companies that have announced
storage plus conventional generation
include NextEra Energy and Southern
Company, Shah notes in his section of the
Black & Veach report. “New scenarios are
(continued page 23)
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GLOBAL RENEWABLE TRENDS
BY MARLENE MOTYKA, CLASS OF 2017
wind power has become comparable or
cheaper than traditional sources in much of
the world. New storage options are now
making renewables more dispatchable —
once an advantage of conventional sources.

COST-EFFECTIVE AND RELIABLE GRID
INTEGRATION

NEW YORK, NY - Renewable energy
sources, notably solar and wind, are reaching price and performance parity on and off
the grid, finds a new Deloitte Global report,
Global Renewable Energy Trends.
According to the report, three key
enablers—price and performance parity,
grid integration and technology — allow
solar and wind power to compete with conventional sources on price, while matching
their performance. As technologies such as
blockchain, artificial intelligence (AI), and
3-D printing continue to advance the
deployment of renewables, prices will likely
continue to fall, and accessibility will
improve.   
Demand for renewable energy sources
has grown tremendously in recent years.
Governments, communities, emerging markets, and corporations increasingly understand that renewables are sustainable and
affordable, and they want them included in
current and future procurement plans.
Longstanding obstacles to greater
deployment of renewables have receded as
a result of three key enablers:

REACHING PRICE AND PERFORMANCE
PARITY
The unsubsidized cost of solar and
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Once seen as an obstacle, wind and
solar power are now viewed as a solution to
grid balancing. They have demonstrated an
ability to strengthen grid resilience and reliability and provide essential grid services.
Smart inverters and advanced controls
have enabled wind and solar to provide grid
reliability services related to frequency,
voltage, and ramping as well or better than
other generation sources. When combined
with smarter inverters, wind and solar can
ramp up much faster than conventional
plants, help stabilize the grid even after the
sun sets and the wind stops, and, for Solar
PV, show much higher response accuracy
than any other source.

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY
Technology is accelerating the deployment of renewables: automation and
advanced manufacturing are improving the
production and operation of renewables by
reducing the costs and time of implementing renewable energy systems; AI can fine
tune weather forecasting, optimizing the
use of renewable resources; blockchain can
enable energy attribute certificate (EAC)
markets to help resolve trust and bureaucratic hurdles; and advanced materials are
transforming the materials of solar panels
and wind turbines.
Already among the cheapest energy
sources globally, solar and wind have not
even run the full course of their enabling
trends yet. As costs continue to fall and
accessibility increases, the demand for
renewables is growing rapidly, driven by
the following stakeholders:

SMART RENEWABLE CITIES
Most of the world’s population now
lives in growing cities, some of which have
taken a proactive “smart” approach to managing their infrastructure with connected
sensor technology and data analytics. The
focus of more advanced smart cities is to
enhance quality of life, competitiveness and
sustainability. Solar and wind are at the
intersection of these goals because they
contribute to depollution, decarbonization
and resilience while enabling clean electric
mobility, economic empowerment, and
business growth.

COMMUNITY ENERGY
Building on the original trend toward
“community solar”, the addition of storage
and management systems give communities more flexibility when implementing
renewables. On-grid communities can now
be powered independently from the grid,
and in off-grid areas, community-owned
partnerships enable electrification and reinvestment of profits.

EMERGING MARKETS
The cumulative capacity of emerging
markets to develop renewable energy is on
the verge of surpassing that of the developed world, as emerging markets have
helped bring down the cost of renewables
and are innovating in ways that benefit the
developed world.

CORPORATE INVOLVEMENT
Corporations are procuring renewables
in new ways, with many large corporations
pursuing Power Purchase Agreements
(PPAs) and smaller corporations turning to
aggregation. Furthermore, currently twothirds of Fortune 100 companies have set
renewable energy targets and are leading
(continued page 23)
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NEW BATTERY DEVELOPED
BY DAVID L. CHANDLER, MIT
CAMBRIDGE, MA -- A new type of
battery developed by researchers at MIT
could be made partly from carbon dioxide
captured from power plants. Rather than
attempting to convert carbon dioxide to
specialized chemicals using metal catalysts, which is currently highly challenging, this battery could continuously convert carbon dioxide into a solid mineral
carbonate as it discharges.
While still based on early-stage
research and far from commercial deployment, the new battery formulation could
open up new avenues for tailoring electrochemical carbon dioxide conversion reactions, which may ultimately help reduce
the emission of the greenhouse gas to the
atmosphere.
The battery is made from lithium
metal, carbon, and an electrolyte that the
researchers designed. The findings are
described today in the journal Joule, in a
paper by assistant professor of mechanical engineering Betar Gallant, doctoral
student Aliza Khurram, and postdoc
Mingfu He.
Currently, power plants equipped with
carbon capture systems generally use up
to 30 percent of the electricity they generate just to power the capture, release, and
storage of carbon dioxide. Anything that
can reduce the cost of that capture process, or that can result in an end product
that has value, could significantly change
the economics of such systems, the
researchers say.
However, “carbon dioxide is not very
reactive,” Gallant explains, so “trying to
find new reaction pathways is important.”
Generally, the only way to get carbon
dioxide to exhibit significant activity
under electrochemical conditions is with
large energy inputs in the form of high
voltages, which can be an expensive and
inefficient process. Ideally, the gas would
undergo reactions that produce something worthwhile, such as a useful chemical or a fuel. However, efforts at electro-
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chemical conversion, usually conducted in
water, remain hindered by high energy
inputs and poor selectivity of the chemicals produced.
Gallant and her co-workers, whose
expertise has to do with nonaqueous (not
water-based) electrochemical reactions
such as those that underlie lithium-based
batteries, looked into whether carbondioxide-capture chemistry could be put to
use to make carbon-dioxide-loaded electrolytes — one of the three essential parts
of a battery — where the captured gas
could then be used during the discharge
of the battery to provide a power output.
This approach is different from releasing the carbon dioxide back to the gas
phase for long-term storage, as is now
used in carbon capture and sequestration,
or CCS. That field generally looks at ways
of capturing carbon dioxide from a power
plant through a chemical absorption process and then either storing it in underground formations or chemically altering
it into a fuel or a chemical feedstock.
Instead, this team developed a new
approach that could potentially be used
right in the power plant waste stream to
make material for one of the main components of a battery.
While interest has grown recently in
the development of lithium-carbon-dioxide batteries, which use the gas as a reactant during discharge, the low reactivity
of carbon dioxide has typically required
the use of metal catalysts. Not only are
these expensive, but their function
remains poorly understood, and reactions
are difficult to control.
By incorporating the gas in a liquid
state, however, Gallant and her co-workers found a way to achieve electrochemical carbon dioxide conversion using only
a carbon electrode. The key is to preactivate the carbon dioxide by incorporating
it into an amine solution.
“What we’ve shown for the first time
is that this technique activates the carbon

dioxide for more facile electrochemistry,”
Gallant says. “These two chemistries —
aqueous amines and nonaqueous battery
electrolytes — are not normally used
together, but we found that their combination imparts new and interesting behaviors that can increase the discharge voltage and allow for sustained conversion of
carbon dioxide.”
They showed through a series of
experiments that this approach does
work, and can produce a lithium-carbon
dioxide battery with voltage and capacity
that are competitive with that of state-ofthe-art lithium-gas batteries. Moreover,
the amine acts as a molecular promoter
that is not consumed in the reaction.
The key was developing the right
electrolyte system, Khurram explains. In
this initial proof-of-concept study, they
decided to use a nonaqueous electrolyte
because it would limit the available reaction pathways and therefore make it easier to characterize the reaction and determine its viability. The amine material
they chose is currently used for CCS
applications, but had not previously been
applied to batteries.
This early system has not yet been
optimized and will require further development, the researchers say. For one
thing, the cycle life of the battery is limited to 10 charge-discharge cycles, so more
research is needed to improve rechargeability and prevent degradation of the cell
components. “Lithium-carbon dioxide batteries are years away” as a viable product,
Gallant says, as this research covers just
one of several needed advances to make
them practical.
But the concept offers great potential,
according to Gallant. Carbon capture is
widely considered essential to meeting
worldwide goals for reducing greenhouse
gas emissions, but there are not yet proven, long-term ways of disposing of or
using all the resulting carbon dioxide.
Underground geological disposal is still
the leading contender, but this approach
remains somewhat unproven and may be
limited in how much it can accommodate.
It also requires extra energy for drilling
and pumping.
(continued page 22)
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JANUARY 2124 SAN DIEGO

THE BIGGEST EVENT IN BIODIESEL
The 2019 National Biodiesel Conference & Expo is heading back to our
most popular location—sunny San Diego. Join us for networking with
biodiesel decision makers from around the world and get an insider’s look
at what biodiesel has in store for 2019. This is a can’t-miss event for anyone
involved with the biodiesel industry.
Register now at BiodieselConference.org
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IN² CLEAN-TECH STARTUPS
BY E.J. BERNACKI

DENVER, CO - The Wells Fargo
Innovation Incubator (IN2), a technology
incubator and platform funded by the Wells
Fargo Foundation and co-administered by
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory,
has selected the fourth round of clean-tech
and energy efficiency startup companies to
join the program.
The five startups join 20 other earlystage companies that have received support to address energy challenges in commercial buildings, which currently account
for more than 40 percent of energy usage
in the U.S.
Each of the five early-stage companies
will receive up to $250,000 in non-dilutive
funding to test, validate and advance their
technologies with a network of experts at
the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s research facility in Golden,
CO. After validation in the lab, participating
companies may have the opportunity to
beta test on a Wells Fargo property or with
a strategic program partner.
Portfolio companies selected for IN2’s
fourth round are developing technologies
designed to advance energy efficiency in
commercial buildings. They are:
75F (Burnsville, Minn.). Easy-to-setup
HVAC controls system with the potential to
cut install time and costs by up to 80 percent, compared to traditional controls systems.
Ladybug Tools (Baltimore). Computer
applications that support the design process for sustainable buildings and net-zero
districts seeking to employ cutting-edge
energy technologies.
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Next Energy Technologies, Inc. (Santa
Barbara, Calif.). Low-cost, printable, transparent energy-harvesting coatings that are
seamlessly integrated into windows to provide onsite renewable power.
UbiQD, Inc. (Los Alamos, N.M.).
Nanomaterials for energy harvesting that
provide a simple, scalable, low-cost and aesthetically pleasing approach to solar windows.
Yotta (Austin, Texas). Modular energy
storage integrated with solar, designed to
reduce cost and expand development of
energy storage and grid resiliency on commercial buildings.
“This initiative began four years ago to
help cutting-edge, clean-technology startups refine and further develop their technology to speed the path to market and
improve sustainability in commercial buildings,” said Ramsay Huntley, Clean
Technology and Innovation Philanthropy
program officer for Wells Fargo. “Our $30
million program has invited 25 startups to
participate, and those companies have gone
on to collectively raise more than $100 million in external follow-on funding, making
the Wells Fargo Innovation Incubator one
of the premier launchpads for advancing
clean technologies in the U.S.”
Launched in 2014, the IN2 facilitates
the commercialization and adoption of
clean energy technologies. With resources
from Wells Fargo and the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory, IN2 provides funding, technical assistance and realworld beta testing opportunities that help
companies uniquely understand their customers. Founded initially to address energy
challenges in commercial buildings, the
program recently expanded its focus to
include the interconnection of food, energy
and water.
“We are excited to welcome these five
innovative companies and look forward to
helping them tackle sustainability and energy efficiency challenges and speed their
path to market,” said Trish Cozart, IN2 program manager at the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory. “Companies participating in previous rounds are already demonstrating their technologies in real-world
applications, receiving follow-on funding
and being acquired by successful corporations. This sustained success demonstrates
the value of our program and enhances our
ability to attract the highest quality applicants and companies moving forward.”
As an invitation-only program, IN2
finds and selects companies through its
Channel Partners, a curated network of
incubators, accelerators and universities
across the U.S. that refer startups to the
program. Once referred, companies participate in a highly competitive application and
selection process to determine which will
be invited into the next round of participants.
For a complete list of IN2 portfolio
companies and Channel Partners, visit
in2ecosystem.com.

ABOUT THE WELLS FARGO INNOVATION
INCUBATOR
IN2 is a $30 million clean-technology
incubator and platform funded by the Wells
Fargo Foundation. Co-administered by and
housed at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) in Golden, Colorado,
IN2’s mission is to speed the path to market for early-stage, clean-technology entrepreneurs. Companies selected for participation in the program receive up to $250,000
in non-dilutive funding from Wells Fargo,
technical support and validation from
experts at NREL and the Danforth Plant
Science Center’s facilities, and the opportunity to beta test at a Wells Fargo facility or
with a strategic program partner. Launched
in 2014 with an initial focus on supporting
scalable solutions to reduce the energy
impact of commercial buildings, IN2 is
expanding its focus in 2018 to support innovation in sectors such as transportation,
food systems, energy storage and others
with the ultimate goal of fostering smart
and connected communities of the future.
For more information, visit in2ecosystem.
com.
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POWERING FLORIDA VA HOSPITAL
BY STEPHEN MCQUAID
In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,
which hit New Orleans in 2005, the U.S.
Veterans Administration (VA) initiated a
major program to upgrade emergency/
backup power systems at VA hospitals in
hurricane zones. James A. Haley Veterans’
Hospital, located in Tampa, Florida, completed a major power plant renovation as
part of the national upgrade. The $47 million renovation to the power plant includes
a backup system capable of covering all
electrical loads for 120 hours (without refueling) in an event of an outage. Included in
the upgrade was a supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) system from
Russelectric.
Haley Hospital awarded the bid for the
SCADA system to Russelectric, based in
Hingham, Massachusetts, which provided
power control switchgear, transfer switches, and SCADA for the emergency backup
system.

VA UPGRADES EMERGENCY SYSTEM IN
RESPONSE TO HURRICANE KATRINA
James A. Haley Veterans’ Hospital, a
teaching hospital affiliated with the adjacent University of South Florida College of
Medicine, provides a full range of patient
services with state-of-the-art technology
and research. Haley is the busiest of four
national VA polytrauma facilities. It has 415
beds, plus another 118 beds in an onsite
long-term care and rehabilitation facility.
The system also includes four outpatient
clinics serving a four-county area.
As part of the national emergency/
backup power system upgrade, Haley
Hospital completed a major power plant
renovation. One of the key project goals
was to ensure continuous air conditioning
as well as operation of life-safety and other
critical equipment. <image008.png>
The hospital’s former backup power
system included nine on-site generators,
but could still only cover life-safety loads
(45 percent of the total load) in the event of
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a utility outage. According to Haley’s electrical shop supervisor Bill Hagen, the old
system resulted in major headaches, especially its dynamic matrix control. “We had
nothing but problems with it,” he recalls.
“We never got it to work in parallel. It
couldn’t even generate a monthly testing
report.”
In contrast, the new backup system
covers all electrical loads for 120 hours
without refueling. It handles every load for
9 buildings, 15 trailers that make up an oncampus clinic, and a parking garage – with
just 7 generators. Each of the new 13,200VAC Caterpillar diesel generators produces
2,200 kilowatts (kW) of power.
Another improvement is the hospital’s
renovated fuel system. The former system
had a capacity of 22,000 gallons, and the
storage tanks were spread out over several
locations. The new tank farm has four
12,000-gallon tanks. With another 6,000-gallon tank under each generator, the system
now has a total capacity of 90,000 gallons.

NEW SCADA SYSTEM
The system includes a state-of-the-art
SCADA system, which features software
and screen displays customized by
Russelectric for the hospital’s site-specific
needs. It provides interactive monitoring,
real-time and historical trending, distributed networking, alarm management, and
comprehensive reports around the clock
for every detail of the entire power system,
not just for the backup components.
In addition to monitoring power quality,
the SCADA system includes continuous
monitoring of fuel consumption by each
generator and the level of fuel in every
tank. With SCADA, an operator can easily
monitor and control a facility’s entire power
system using full-color “point and click”
interactive computer-screen displays at the
system console.
For example, the operator can access
and change the system’s PLC setpoints,

display any of the analog or digital readouts
on switchgear front panels, run a system
test, or view the alarm history. A dynamic
one-line diagram display uses color to indicate the status of the entire power system,
including the positions of all power switching devices. Operating parameters are displayed and updated in real time; flashing
lights on the switchgear annunciator panel
also flash on the SCADA screen. Event logging, alarm locking, and help screens are
standard.
The SCADA is so sensitive that it
detects and explains even the slightest
anomaly, including those in the utility
feeds,” says Byron Taylor, the hospital’s
lead power plant operator. “A number of
times we’ve called Tampa Electric
Company (TECO) because we saw something happening, and they had no idea they
even had a problem yet! The stuff the system does is phenomenal. It gives us more
data than we ever need for an average day,
but it’s tremendous that we have it when
we do need it.”

REQUIRED SYSTEM TESTING
To meet state and federal regulations,
backup generators must be tested every
month. Thanks to the new system’s capability for closed-transition transfer, the tests
no longer require power interruptions that
interfere with hospital loads.
The system allows operators to carry
out the tests in two different ways. They
can parallel the output of all seven generators to the utility feed, or they can test one
generator at a time, up to its full output,
using a special 2-megawatt (MW) load
bank that has an independent control panel.
Testing can be initiated manually or
through SCADA.
“It’s so much easier now,” says Hagen.
“We’ll never again have to pay a testing
firm to come out and test an engine to
make sure it meets all the requirements.”
Unlike most hospitals, Haley has the luxury of four utility feeds. On a normal day, it
draws from two of these (primary) feeds.
This means that, except for testing, Haley
does not have to start its generators until it
loses three or more utility feeds.
(continued page 22)
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RENEWABLES SLAY INFLATION

unconventional oil plays are now profitable at well below $40/bbl.
The United States is becoming Energy Independent:

BY JOHN MORAN
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The price of oil has also dropped significantly and has been trading between $40 and $60/barrel for the last two years:
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The Oil Markets have been fundamentally changed by the resurgence of US Oil Production associated with fracking. The United
States has become the swing producer for oil and is no longer at
the mercy of OPEC. Furthermore, Oil production in the United
States associated with fracking, as opposed to traditional drilling, is
much easier to “turn on and off” as prices change. The slump in
prices below $30 in 2015 caused some of the wells to be “out of the
money” so they were simply capped and turned off.
While the price was low the industry figured out how to drive
production up, costs down and brought the breakeven price for
these wells lower and lower. Now that the price has risen back over
$50 a barrel, the spigots are being turned back on. A lot of these
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Of course air travel continues to increase and we will rely on oil
for the foreseeable future but the increases in fuel efficiency standards, the electrification of transportation, the blending of 10% ethanol into most gasoline sold in the United States, the sharing economy (think Uber and Zipcar) leading to less car ownership by
Millennials, and the imminent arrival of autonomous vehicles all
point to a weakening of demand for oil in the United States. All of
these factors should put a damper on price increases for oil.
The price of electricity in the United States adjusted for inflation
has fallen 4% since 2007 and the proportion generated by
Renewables and Natural Gas continues to increase at Coal’s
expense:
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The price of solar installed has dropped from over $8/watt in
2006 to $1/watt in 2017. The cost of wind turbines has dropped
from $1.34/MW to $1.12/MW over the last five years. According to
Investment Bank Lazard’s December 2016 Levelized Cost of
Energy Analysis, the levelized cost of electricity from wind and
solar are now among the cheapest available of any generation type:

In good resource locations Power Purchase Agreements for Solar
and Wind are well under $40/mwh. This is truly a game changer.
Renewables have now put a cap on the price of energy. If oil were to
increase in price dramatically, the market would move even faster
to the electrification of transportation. If you were suddenly paying

ENGINEERS SUIT UP
BY BOB PALMER
AROUND THE WORLD WITH SANTA CLAUS
There are approximately two billion
children (persons under 18) in the world.
However, since Santa does not visit children of Muslim, Hindu, Jewish or Buddhist
(maybe in Japan) religions, this reduces the
workload for Christmas night to 15% of the
total, or 378 million (according to the population reference bureau).
At an average (census) rate of 3.5 children per household, which comes to 108
million homes, presuming there is at least 1
good child in each, Santa has about 31
hours of Christmas to work with, thanks to
the different time zones and the rotation of
the earth, assuming east to west (which
seems logical). This works out to 967.7 visits per second. This is to say that for each
Christian household with a good child,
Santa has around 1/1000th of a second to
park the sleigh, hop out, jump down the
chimney, fill the stocking, distribute the
remaining presents under the tree, eat
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$5/gallon for gas the value proposition of an electric car that you
can charge with cheap solar panels on your house becomes very
compelling. If the price of natural gas spikes, utilities, homeowners
and corporations will move to solar and wind at an even faster pace.
The price of energy, which is embedded in our food, our clothing, our manufacturing, our transportation, the list goes on, now
has a ceiling. Why? Because the fuel is free. This is a turning point
in the history of humanity. Large portions of the human population
cannot breathe clean air due to the burning of coal (see Beijing and
New Dehli). They don’t need to suffer any longer, the answers are
here, they are cheaper and the societal health impacts alone will be
enormous. Did I mention it will also solve our Climate Change
problems and allow billions of people in the 3rd world access to
cheap, affordable power while employing millions? This will allow
our brothers and sisters in the 3rd world access to knowledge and
unlock human potential that has been waiting to be unleashed but
was constrained by the lottery of where they happened to be born.
The Intermittency of Renewables will be solved with battery prices
that are dropping faster than the price of Solar and Wind. There is
a lot to be concerned about in today’s world, but it is also an
extremely exciting time to be alive.

whatever snacks have been left for him, get
back up the chimney, jump into the sleigh
and get on the next house.
Assuming that each of these 108 million stops is evenly distributed around the
earth (which, of course, we know to be
false, but will accept for the purposes of our
calculations), we are now talking about 0.78
miles per household; a total trip of 75.5 million miles, not counting bathroom stops or
breaks. This means Santa’s sleigh is moving at 650 miles per second, or 3,000 times
the speed of sound.
The payload of the sleigh adds another
interesting element. Assuming that each
child gets nothing more than a medium
sized LEGO set (two pounds), the sleigh is
carrying over 500 thousand tons, not counting Santa himself. On land a conventional
reindeer can pull no more than 300 pounds.
Even granting that the “flying” reindeer can
pull 10 times the normal amount, the job
can’t be done with eight or even nine of
them. Santa would need 360,000 of them.
This increases the payload, not counting
the weight of the sleigh, another 54,000
tons, or roughly seven times the weight of
the Queen Elizabeth (the ship, not the monarch). A mass of nearly 600,000 tons travel-

ling at 650 miles per second creates enormous air resistance.
This would heat up the reindeer in the
same fashion as a spacecraft reentering the
earth’s atmosphere. The lead pair of reindeer would absorb 14.3 quintillion joules of
energy per second each. In short, they
would burst into flames almost instantaneously, exposing the reindeer behind
them and creating deafening sonic booms
in their wake. The entire reindeer team
would be vaporized within 4.26 thousandths
of a second, or right about the time Santa
reached the fifth house on his trip.
Not that it matters, however, since
Santa, as a result of accelerating from a
dead stop to 650 miles/second in .001 seconds, would be subjected to acceleration
forces of 17,000 g’s. A 250 pound Santa
which seems ludicrously slim considering
all the high calorie snacks he must have
consumed over the years would be pinned
to the back of the sleigh by 4,315,015
pounds of force.
So is there really a Santa Claus?
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
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EGYPT’S RENEWABLE OUTLOOK
BY DAMIAN BRANDY, IRENA
CAIRO, EGYPT - Egypt has the
potential to generate up to 53 per cent of its
electricity from renewable sources by
2030, according to a new report by the
International Renewable Energy Agency
(IRENA). The Renewable Energy Outlook:
Egypt report finds that pursuing higher
shares of renewable energy could
reduce the country’s energy bill by up
to USD 900 million annually in 2030.  
Renewables could cost-effectively provide up to a quarter of Egypt’s total final
energy supply in 2030. Achieving the higher targets would, however, require investment in renewables to grow from USD 2.5
billion per year based on today’s policies to
USD 6.5 billion per year. Under current
plans, Egypt aims to source 20 per cent of
its electricity from renewables by 2022, rising to 42 per cent by 2035. Total installed
capacity of renewables in the country
today amounts to 3.7 gigawatts (GW).

“This analysis offers the Egyptian energy sector a roadmap, building on current
ambitions and plans, to enhance our position as an energy hub connecting Europe,
Asia and Africa,” said H.E. Dr. Mohamed
Shaker, Egyptian Minister of Electricity and
Renewable Energy. “Job creation, economic
development and the growth of local manufacturing capabilities are at the heart of our
renewables program, and with the support
of IRENA we can pursue our
plans to grow the country’s installed capacity base through smart policies, and the latest renewable technologies.”
Egypt can draw on an abundance of
renewable energy resources to achieve
higher shares of hydropower, wind, solar
and biomass. To capitalize on this, the
report suggests that national policy makers
may benefit from periodically re-evaluating
the long-term energy strategy to reflect
rapid advances in renewable energy tech-

SUN TAX SCRAPPED
BY TERESA RIBERA,
SPAIN’S MINISTER OF ECOLOGICAL TRANSITION
The recently elected Spanish government is set to suspend the country’s controversial 7% solar tax, as moves towards
renewables.
The ‘sun tax’ is one of the most controversial laws in Spain and was implemented
by the previous government of Mariano
Rajoy in 2012. It has drawn criticism
because it charges Spanish homes fitted
with solar panels with an additional tax of
7% to remain connected to Spain’s electricity grid should the solar panels not produce
enough energy. The average family home
with three solar panels will have to pay
around EUR 70 each month to remain con-
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nected to the grid whether or not they use
the electricity it generates.   
Spain started its shift towards renewable energy sources in-line with an
European Union directive that requires all
member states to produce 20% of their
energy from renewables by 2020.
“As the energy landscape of Europe
alters, and climate change becoming an
even more pressing topic, it is extremely
positive to see Spain joining Poland and
other countries in Europe in taking the
right steps to move towards renewable
energy,” said Sun Investment Group CEO,
Deividas Varabauskas. “SIG is also assess-

nology and falling renewable power generation costs.
“Remarkable cost reductions in renewable energy in recent years are encouraging governments all over the world to
rethink energy strategies so as to better
reflect the new economics of renewables,” said Mr. Adnan Z. Amin, IRENA
Director-General. “Egypt’s renewable energy potential is vast and the Government has
now moved decisively to accelerate its
deployment. The Benban solar complex
with its impressive scale reflects this new
momentum.”
“Building on these achievements,
Egypt has the opportunity to further raise
its ambition which entails substantially
increased investments,” continued Mr.
Amin. “Attracting these investments
requires stable policy frameworks and a
streamlined regulatory environment that
provides clarity and certainty for investors.
Investments in renewable energy not only
help to meet rising energy demand but
they can also contribute to fostering economic growth, creating employment and
developing local manufacturing.”
(continued page 22)

ing Spain as a potential market, so we are
very interested in seeing how their positive
shift towards renewable energy goes. We
already have experience in Spain in structuring and developing a solar PV projects
portfolio for 40 MW with local PPA utility
company, so we are eager to start new projects in this market.”
Spain’s new commitment to renewable
sources was also outlined by a recent EUR
450m finance package issued by the
European Investment Bank, which will fund
Spanish solar and onshore wind projects.
Similar to Poland, which is also making the
transition to solar energy, these newly funded Spanish renewable projects are expected
to help the country meet its 2020 EU
renewable energy targets. These plants will
also substitute almost 5GW of its coal-fired
capacities, which are set to be closed that
year.
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BUECHE DIRECTORY
ABENGOA SOLAR
11500 W. 13th Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80215
Tel: 303-928-8500
ACCIONA ENERGY USA
55 E. Monroe St.
Chicago, IL 60603
Tel: 312-673-3000
AES CORPORATION
4300 Wilson Blvd
Arlington, VA 22203
Tel: 703-522-1315
AIREKO ENERGY SOLUTIONS
PO BOX 2128
San Juan, PR 00922-2128
Tel: 787-653-6300
ALTERRA POWER
1100-888 Dunsmair St.
Vancouver, BC V8C 3K4 Canada
Tel: 604-669-4999
AMERESCO
111 Speen Street
Suite 410
Framingham, MA 01701
Tel: 508-661-2200
AMERICAN CLEAN ENERGY
1 Kalisa Way
Suite 101
Paramus, NJ 07652
Tel: 973-718-2316
APEX CLEAN ENERGY
310 4TH St. NE
Suite 200
Charlottesville, VA 22902
Tel: 434-220-7595
ATLAS RENEWABLE ENERGY
1395 Brickell Avenue
Suite 630
Miami, FL 33131
Tel: 786-358-5614
AVANT ENERGY SERVICES
220 So Sixth St.
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Tel: 612-349-6868
BANPU PUBLIC
COMPANY LTD.
Grand Amarin Tower, 28 FL
1559 New Petchburi Road
Bangkok, 10400
Thailand
Tel: +66-26946923
BAYWA R.E. SOLAR
PROJECTS
17901 Von Karman Ave Suite1050
Irvine, CA 92614
Tel: 949-398-3915
BORALEX
772 Sherbrooke St. West
Suite 200
Montreal, QC H3A1G1
Tel: 514-985-1353

BROOKFIELD
RENEWABLE POWER
200 Donald Lynch Blvd, Suite 300
Marlborough, MA 01752-4707
Tel: 508-251-7650
COMMUNITY ENERGY
100 Matsonford Road, Suite 300
Radnor, PA 19087
Tel: 866-946-3123
COMPETITIVE POWER
VENTURES
8403 Colesville Road, Suite 915
Silver Springs, MD 20910
Tel: 240-723-2300
DEEPWATER WIND
50 Exchange Terrace
Providence, RI 02903
Tel: 401-868-4228
DESIGN CONSULTANTS
504, 10- B Main, I Block
Jayanagar, Bangalore-560011
INDIA
DIAMOND GENERATING
CORP
633 West 5th St, Suite 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Tel: 213-473-0080
DOMINION ENERGY
120 Tredegar
Richmond, VA 23219
Tel: 804-819-2000
DONG WIND POWER
One International Place
Oliver Street 100, Suite 1400
Boston, MA 02110
Tel: 617-535-7626

EGCO ELECTRICITY
Generating Public Co.
Tower, 222 MOO5, Vibhavadi
Rangsit Road, Tungsonghong
Laksi, Bangkok 10210 Thailand
Tel: 66-2-955-0955
ENEL GREEN POWER N.A.
One Tech Drive
Andover, MA 01810
Tel: 978-687-1900
ENGIE
1990 Post Oak Blvd, Suite 1900
Houston, TX 77056
Tel: 713-636-0000
EQUIS ENERGY
1 George St.
Singapore 049145
EROSOLAR A.S.
63 Turan Gunes Blvd.
Yildiz, Ankara 6550
Turkey
Tel: +90 31 240 0396
ESA RENEWABLES
4155 St. John’s Parkway
#1100
Sanford, FL 32771
ESOLAR
3355 W. Empire Ave, Suite 200
Burbank, CA 91504
Tel: 818-303-9500
EURUS ENERGY
AMERICA CORP.
9255 Towne Center Dr, Suite 840
San Diego, CA 92121
Tel: 858-638-7115

GREEN ENERGY CENTRE
G05, Meston Bldg.
King’s College
Aberdeen AB24 3 UE
Tel: +44 (0)1224-489-980
HIVE ENERGY UK (HQ)
Woodington House
East Willow
Hampshire, 50516DQ
IB VOGT
Berlin, Germany
Tel: 49 (30) 397 440-740
Torsten.Bierdel@ibvogt.com
INDECK ENERGY
SERVICES, INC.
600 N. Buffalo Grove Rd, Suite 300
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
Tel: 847-520-3212
INNOVATIVE SOLAR SYSTEMS
1095 Hendersonville Rd.
Asheville, NC 28803
INTPOW
PO BOX 642
N0214
Oslo, Norway
INVERNERGY
1 So. Wacker Dr
Suite 1800
Chicago, IL 60606
Tel: 312-224-1400
JETSTREAM WIND INC.
19 Plaza La Prenza
Santa Fe, NM 87507
Tel: 505-920-4874

EXELON WIND
6400 NW 86th St.
Johnston, IA 50131
Tel: 515-267-3001

J-POWER USA
DEVELOPMENT CO.
1900 E.Golf Rd, Suite 1030
Schaumburg, IL 60173
Tel: 847-908-2800

FIRST SOLAR, INC.
350 West Washington St
Suite 600
Tempe, AZ 85281
Tel: +1-602-414-9311

KOREA WESTERN POWER CO.
167, Samseong-Dong
Gangnam-Gu, Seoul
135-791 Korea
Tel: +82-2-3456-7704

DYNEGY
601Travis
Houston, TX 77002
Tel: 713-507-6400

FORTUM
PO Box 1
Helsinki FIN-00048
Finland
Tel: 358-10 452 4112

EDF RENEWABLE ENERGY
15445 Innovation Drive
San Diego, CA 92128
Tel: 858-521-3528

GERONIMO ENERGY
7650 Edinborough Way
Edina, MN 55435
Tel: 952-988-9000

KYUSHU ELECTRIC
POWER CO.
2-1-82 Watanabe-Dori,
Chuo-ku, Fukuoka
810-8720 Japan
Tel: +81-90-5948-0769

EDISON MISSION ENERGY
18101 Van Karman Ave, Suite 1700
Irvine, CA 92612
Tel: 949-798-7404

GOOGLE
1600 Amphitheatre Way
Mountain View, CA 94043
Tel: 650-284-9145

EDP RENEWABLES
Energias de Portugal
808 Travis, Suite 700
Houston, TX 77002
Tel: 713-265-0350

GRADIENT RESOURCES
9670 Gateway Drive
Suite 200
Reno, NV 89521
Tel: 775-284-8842

DTE ENERGY SERVICES
414 South Main St, Suite 600
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Tel: 734-302-4800
DUKE ENERGY
RENEWABLE SERVICES
550 South Caldwell St.
Charlotte, NC 28202
Tel: 704-594-6200
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LINCOLN CLEAN ENERGY
401 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
Tel: 312-240-2719
LONGVIEW POWER
1375 Fort Martin Rd.
Maidsville, WV 26541
Tel: 304-291-2850
MAGMA ENERGY CORP.
410-625 Howe St.
Vancouver, BC V6C 2T6 Canada
Tel: 604-687-0407
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BUECHE DIRECTORY
MARTIFER SOLAR
2040 Armacost Ave, 2ND Fl
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Tel: 310-820-7080

O2 ENERGIES
20035 Setton Rd.
Carmelius, NC 28031
Tel: 704-288-1160

SEMPRA GENERATION
101 Ash Street
San Diego, CA 92101
Tel: 619-696-4597

MASDAR CLEAN ENERGY
Khaifa City A
PO Box 54115
Abu Dhabi, UAE 97.12653-3333

ONYX RENEWABLES
880 Third Avenue, 11th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Tel: 646-217-0713

MELAKOFF BERHAD
12 Jalan Gelanggang
Damansara Heights 50490
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel: 603-252-4488

ORION ENERGY GROUP
155 Grand Ave.
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel: 510-267-8921

SIGNAL ENERGY LLC
2034 Hamilton Place Blvd.
Suite 400
Chattanooga, TN 37421
Tel: 423-443-4190

8 MINUTENERGY
RENEWABLES
111 Woodmere Rd
Suite 250
Folsom, CA 95630
Tel: 916-608-9060
MISTRAS GROUP INC.
195 Clarksville Rd.
Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
Tel: 609-716-4038
MITSUBISHI POWER
& ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
6-3 Marunouchi, 2-Chome
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 1008086 Japan
Tel: 81-3-3210-4769
MYTILINEOS
507 Patroklou St
Maroussi
Athens, Greece 151 25
Tel: +30-210-6877-300
NATIONAL WIND, LLC
3033 Excelsior Blvd
Suite 525
Minneapolis, MN 55416
Tel: 612-746-6646
NATURAL POWER
1564 W. 6th Ave
(Upper Fl)
Vancouver BC V6J 1R2 Canada
Tel: +1 604-687-5055
NEXTERA ENERGY
RESOURCES
700 Universe Blvd ECC/JB
Juno Beach, FL 33408
Tel: 561-694-4340
NORTHLAND POWER
30 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, ON M4V 3A2 Canada
Tel: 416-962-6262
NRG ENERGY, INC.
211 Carnegie Center
Princeton, NJ 08540
Tel: 609-524-4500
NUR ENERGIE, LTD
25 North Rd.
London, WIK 6DJ
United Kingdom
Tel: 44-203-691-6388
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PANDA ENERGY
INTERNATIONAL
5001Spring Valley
Dallas, TX 75244
Tel: 972-980-7159
PATTERN ENERGY
GROUP LP
33 River Rd, Suite 102
Cos Cob, CT 06807
Tel: 917-363-1333
PELAMUS WAVE POWER
104 Commercial Street
Edinburgh EH6 6NF
Tel: +44(0) 131 554 8444
POSCO POWER
Seung-woo Lee
Posteel Tower
735-3 Yeoksam-dong
Gangnam, Seoul, 135-080
Korea
Tel: 82-2-3469 5909
PTT PUBLIC COMPANY LTD
555 Vibhavadi Rangsit Rd.
Chatuchak, Bangkok
10900 Thailand
Tel: +66 0 2537-3832-3
PURSOL SOLAR SYSTEMS
2526 Catamaran Way
Chula Vista, CA 91914
Tel: 619-651-8620
REC SOLAR
3450 Broad St, #105
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Tel: 844-732-7652
RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD
H. S. Kohli
Village-Mora, Post-Bhatha,
Surat-Hazira Road,
Surat (Gujarat), India 394 510
Tel: 0261-3035999
RES AMERICAS
11101 W. 120 Street, Suite 400
Broomfield, CO 80021
Tel: 303-439-4200
SCOTTISH EUROPEAN
GREEN ENERGY CENTER
GO5, Meston Bldg
King’s College
Aberdeen AB24 3UE
Tel: +44 (0)1224-489-980

TIER ONE SOLAR
5836 Fayetteville Rd
Suite 102
Durham, NC 27713
Tel: 919-237-1669
TRADEWIND ENERGY
16105 W 113 St.
Lenexa KS 66219
Tel: 913-322-7414
TRANSALTA
110 12th Ave. S.W.
Calgary, AB T2P 2M1
Canada
812-4600
Tel: 403-267-7110

SKYPOWER GLOBAL
10100 Santa Monica Blvd
Suite 110
Los Angeles, CA 90067
Tel: 424-317-4602
STARWOOD ENERGY
5 Greenwich Office Park,
2nd Floor
Greenwich, CT 06831
Tel: 203-422-7720

TRI GLOBAL ENERGY
17300 N. Dallas Pkwy
Suite 2020
Dallas, TX 75248
Tel: 972-290-0825

SUMMIT RIDGE ENERGY
3100 Claredon Blvd
Suite 200
Arlington, VA 22201
Tel: 202-558-2340

TYSTAR CORP
569 Van Ness Way, Suite 700
Torrance, CA 90501
Tel: 310-781-9219
VERDANT POWER
4640 13th St, North
Arlington, VA 22207-2102
Tel: 410-212-5865

SUN INVESTMENT GROUP
(SIG)
Wenlock Road 20-22
N17GU, London
Tel: +44-20-3239-5197
SUZLON WIND ENERGY CORP.
Portland Congress Center
1001 SW 5th Ave.
Suite 1100
Portland, OR 97204-1147
Tel: 773-328-5080
TANGENT ENERGY
SOLUTIONS
206 Gale Lane
Kennett Square, PA 19348
Tel: 610-444-2800
TEAMTECHNIK CORP.
3741 Venture Dr,
Suite 320
Diluth, GA 77056
Tel: 678-957-0334
TECO POWER SERVICES
100 So. Ashley
Tampa, FL 33602
Tel: 813-301-4901
TENASKA, INC.
14302 FNR Parkway,
Omaha, NE 68154
Tel: 402-691-9500
TERNA ENERGY SA
Messogion 85
Athens GR 11526
Tel: +30 210 696 8000

VESTAS AMERICAS
1881 SW Naito Pkwy
Suite 100
Portland, OR 97201
Tel: 503-327-2000
VIESTE LLC
105 W. Adams St
Suite 2700
Chicago, IL 60603
Tel: 312-376-3820
WELLHEAD SERVICES, INC
650 Bercut Drive
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95811
Tel: 916-447-5171
WGL ENERGY
8614 Westwood Center Dr.
Suite 1200
Vienna, VA 22182
Tel: 703-333-3900
X-ELIO Energy Madrid
Ombu, 3,
Madrid, Spain 28045
Tel: +34 911 770 010
The 20th Bueche Directory of Developers is also on world-gen.com.

TESSERA SOLAR
4800 N. Scottsdale Rd
Suite 5500
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Tel: 602-773-4931
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en grassroots project, the 940-kW solar
system is designed to cover the current
peak demand of 450 kW, currently supplied by diesel generation at 60 cents/
kWh. The goal is to get off diesel, since
the fuel has to be flown in. Residents experience 24 hours of sunlight during summer months and none in the winter
months.
There is no process for selling power
as an independent power producer in the
Yukon, so an agreement to sell power to
the local utility, ATCO Electric Yukon, was
necessary. A 25-year contract was a key
component, with a guaranteed price and
market certainty, established ownership
and operational requirements of system
components.
The solar system design is suitable for
minus 67 degrees Fahrenheit. A single
axis tracker and bifacial panels failed to
provide enough sunlight so back-to-back
panels with east/west tracking were
designed. The microgrid also includes batteries, diesel engines and a controller.
Because the panels would be built on permafrost, insulation boards were laid down
on the permafrost since the top three feet
become slush in the summer months.
The project will be completed in May
2019 for a total capital cost of $6 million.
The Government of Yukon announced in
August 2018 a $500,000 investment in the
system. The Canadian government contributed over $2.6 million. Loans will cover
additional costs. Approximately 40,000 gallons/year of diesel will be offset and revenues of $400,000/year are expected.
Huang Lu, director of energy storage
systems at Canadian Energy, described
the microgrids being developed for industrial agriculture in Canada which are providing alternatives to the transmission
grid. In the case study Lu presented, the
500-kW solar PV array plus a centralized
battery storage capacity of 770 kWh and
diesel generator backup are providing
resilient and redundant off-grid power and
are minimizing global greenhouse emissions generation.
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Lu said each agricultural of three
barns has its own storage supplied by the
central energy storage system. Power is
distributed through the storage system to
each barn as well.

MICROGRIDS NEED GOVERNMENT HELP
Patrick Morand, a regulatory attorney
with Duane Morris LLP, asked the question, who should pay for microgrids?
Individual US states have different regulatory structures for community microgrids
that interface with utilities and these
structures may impact their financing. A
little more than half of state utilities
remain monopoly institutions. Less than
half of them have retail competition.
Morand added that a regulatory framework for microgrids hasn’t been invented
yet.
Alabama Power’s Smart Neighborhood
Project serves 62 new high efficiency
homes tied to new microgrids and the
local distribution grid.
In Illinois Commonwealth Edison’s
new Bronzville Project will serve ten community facilities, police headquarters,
health clinics, schools and public works.
The US Department of Energy chipped in
$5 million toward the $25-million cost, and
Com Ed rate-based the remaining costs
with the approval of the Illinois Public
Utilities Commission. Com Ed will not
own the generation. The utility bid out the
project and has agreed to develop more
projects with others.
Baltimore Gas & Electric is building
public purpose microgrids, but the
Maryland Public Service Commission told
them they could not rate-base the projects.
Morand concluded that significant
contributions from state and federal agencies along with in-place policies are needed for microgrids to get built. States have
rejected projects without significant contributions from state and federal agencies.
He said he did not find a microgrid that
was entirely owned by a community.

MICROGRIDS AS A SERVICE
Jim Dodenhoff of IPERC discussed
“Microgrids as a Service” or MAAS, as a
way of overcoming microgrid deployment
hurdles. It is a new trend in project ownership which has shifted from 92% of
microgrids owned by end users to 44% in
2017.
Third parties now own 46% of
microgrids, he said, with utilities owning
4% of the microgrids being built.
A MAAS module incentivizes operations and maintenance optimization. A
third party covers all ancillary services
costs and sales of the power and builds the
project.
All elements of the power purchase
agreement are provided by the investor
who also provides the funding.
MAAS providers are driven to retaining institutional memory. Contracts can
include O&M performance metrics with a
financial kickers and penalties if the project fails.
This illustrates how the market is
becoming more complex, Dodenhoff told
the audience, and energy storage is
becoming a standard element of that market.
Meanwhile, investors are becoming
more comfortable with microgrids being
built “on someone else’s nickel” Dodenhoff
said. Risk is transferred to MAAS and the
host can focus on his or her core business.
Resiliency is foundational to microgrids. It
can solve some reliability problems but not
all of them.
The MAAS owner has motivation to
stick around and follow the life of the
microgrid since a new technology cannot
operate if the supplier goes away for a
year, says Dodenhoff.
Dodenhoff said he is encouraged by
the reoccurrence of a more holistic
approach and to managing load first with
energy efficiency initiatives.
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2019 INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

NEW BATTERY DEVELOPED

POWERING FLORIDA VA HOSPITAL

pass quality RFPs to identify the best new
resources and at locations that will be
attractive to their system costs. In some
cases, utilities may even reduce their T&D
costs and new or replacement build costs.
Many utilities will focus on the last mile and
controlling the customer interface.
New regulatory compacts for utilities
will take time to nurture and develop. The
best utilities will work with regulators to
design important incentives for new distribution assets that help avoid unnecessary
costs and encourage new resources that are
the most competitive.
Corporate customers will likely work
with multiple suppliers to obtain the best
renewable supplies at cost-effective pricing
at or below long-term avoided costs. Many
buyers seek to improve resiliency, lower
energy costs, and reduce their carbon footprint. New technologies have driven down
costs and corporate customers are expected
to continue to be relentless in their drive for
lower cost energy.
The best corporates, utilities and developers will work together for the good of
local communities and jobs.
Suppliers will seek to differentiate
themselves on the bases of the best products at the best price. Availability of product
and avoidance of tariff disincentives will
also be factors. The cost declines expected
by the industry will be a challenge to all
suppliers.
The overall opportunity is to create winning value propositions in this challenging
environment. Leading companies recognize
and respond to challenges and usually find
a way to be optimistic about their chances
of success. When put in context, Churchill
faced a greater challenge than we do today.

The researchers are also investigating
the possibility of developing a continuousoperation version of the process, which
would use a steady stream of carbon dioxide under pressure with the amine material, rather than a preloaded supply the
material, thus allowing it to deliver a
steady power output as long as the battery
is supplied with carbon dioxide.
Ultimately, they hope to make this into an
integrated system that will carry out both
the capture of carbon dioxide from a
power plant’s emissions stream, and its
conversion into an electrochemical material that could then be used in batteries.
“It’s one way to sequester it as a useful
product,” Gallant says.

With advance notice from the utility
that an outage is likely, Haley’s power plant
personnel can now parallel the utility feeds
with their own generators, then switch to
on-site power seamlessly with a closed-transition transfer. If there is an unexpected
outage (and during automatic transfer
switch testing), there will be a 1 to 10 second “blip”, depending on the load. For lifesafety and other critical loads, the blip is
only 1-3 seconds. Blips for other loads are
adjustable; most are set for 8-10 seconds.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

EGYPT’S RENEWABLE OUTLOOK
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18

ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL RENEWABLE
ENERGY AGENCY (IRENA)
The International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA) is an intergovernmental
organisation that supports countries in their
transition to a sustainable energy future,
and serves as the principal platform for
international co-operation, a centre of excellence, and a repository of policy, technology, resource and financial knowledge on
renewable energy. With 159 Members (158
States and the European Union) and 24
additional countries in the accession process and actively engaged, IRENA promotes
the widespread adoption and sustainable
use of all forms of renewable energy, including bioenergy, geothermal, hydropower,
ocean, solar and wind energy.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES
The new power system provides many
more capabilities than the previous system.
“We’ve had some storms come
through, and it has been really nice
because we do not have to worry,” says
Taylor. “One time, we saw the storms coming and TECO asked us to drop off the
grid. We fired up our generators, and we
operated on our own power for 17 hours,
while TECO concentrated on restoring
power to its residential customers. That
sort of thing has happened several other
times for shorter perods, and there has
never been a problem.” Hagen particularly
appreciates the quality of the power from
the backup system. “We get more blips
from TECO than we do from our system,”
he notes. “It is exceptionally smooth.”

MEETING HOSPITAL’S FUTURE NEEDS
The fact that the system is designed to
allow for modifications as the hospital continues to grow is a huge benefit. Concludes
Taylor, “With this new power system, we
have seen what is possible. It provides us
with the information we need to analyze our
power usage and consider new possibilities
– opportunities we never would have considered before.”
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emerging that pair storage with conventional gas turbine generation to deliver a more
rapid response, milder ramp rates, fewer
starts and stops and emissions reductions.”

SHORING UP RESILIENCY AND POWER
QUALITY
Here’s another trend supporting the
growth of storage systems: the growth of
microgrid deployments. Several factors contribute to this. Among them, you’ll find
reduced costs. Peter Asmus, a Navigant
Research analyst who has been tracking
microgrids for nine years, recently told the
Microgrid Knowledge news site that, “overall costs for microgrids have declined by
25-30 percent since 2014.” These declines,
he said, were “focused on solar, wind and
battery storage technologies.”
In addition, microgrids have become a
component of resiliency planning in several
states, including New York and New Jersey,
after they kept lights burning in a few sites
surrounded by blackouts during Hurricane
Sandy in 2012. Not surprisingly, 62 percent
of utility staffers who responded to Black &
Veatch’s 2018 Strategic Directions: Electric
Report survey either have built a microgrid,
are developing a microgrid or have included
microgrids on their technology roadmap.
Asked what they felt were major benefits of microgrids, 56 percent of survey
respondents picked “improved reliability
and resiliency for critical customers,” while
53 percent picked “Improved reliability and
resilience for a group of customers (e.g., a
feeder or substation).” Integrated distributed generation also was a winner; 39 percent
of respondents cited it as a benefit.

RIDING REGULATORY WAVES
Joining renewables and microgrid
growth as drivers of the storage market, a
number of regulatory factors contribute to
potential growth.
In California, a new building code
requires that homes constructed after 2019
have built-in solar power. This power can
come from installations on individual homes
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or shared systems for a collection of homes.
“Once all the homes in a newly constructed
subdivision or neighborhood are equipped
with solar, it makes sense to add microgrid
storage that would deliver backup power in
case of an outage,” wrote Jason Abiecunas
and Wes Denton in a chapter of the 2018
Strategic Directions: Electric Report.
Abiecunas and Denton also point to the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) Orders 841 and 845 issued earlier
this year. These remove barriers preventing
energy storage technologies to enter U.S.
power markets. The new rules are designed
to “enhance competition and promote greater efficiency in the nation’s wholesale electric markets and will help support the resilience on the bulk power system,” according
to FERC.
As Abiecunas and Denton note,
“Observers say the new rules will open the
floodgates for energy storage companies to
compete in wholesale power markets. One
research report predicts that energy storage will become competitive with gas-fired
peakers in five to 10 years. In certain applications, such as ancillary services or peak
shaving, energy storage is competitive with
fossil-fueled alternatives now. The FERC
decision is expected to spur innovation that
should translate into further price declines.”
Given these conditions, the Energy
Storage Monitor research team now
expects the U.S. storage market to reach
$541 in 2018 and cross the billion-dollar
mark in 2019. “Surging deployments will
result in a jump in total market size, with
the market more than doubling between
2018 and 2019 and then doubling again
between 2019 and 2020. The market size
will reach $4.6 billion by 2023,” the Q3
Storage Monitor report says.
Clearly, storage isn’t an emerging technology anymore. Today, energy storage is
proven and ready for business.
The Black & Veatch 2018 Strategic
Directions: Electric Report is part of a larger, ongoing research initiative in which
Black & Veatch regularly surveys industry
participants and analyzes responses in a
report that consists of multiple chapters

covering various topics. Black & Veatch’s
2018 Strategic Directions: Electric Report
explores the progress made by the electric
utility industry as it adapts to the changing
power-sector landscape.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
John Chevrette has more than 20 years
of industry consulting experience and has
worked with domestic and international clients in the electric utility, energy technology, gas pipeline, telecommunications and
water industries.

GLOBAL RENEWABLE TRENDS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

global corporate procurement, signaling an
important commitment from the private
sector.   
Wide-scale integration of renewable
energy sources is no longer a question of if,
but when: Countries such as China, the
United States, and Germany have already
reached price parity for certain renewable
sources. With prices continuing to drop,
developed countries and emerging markets
alike have the ability to integrate renewables into their grid systems to ensure competitive advantage.

ABOUT DELOITTE
Deloitte provides industry-leading
audit, consulting, tax and advisory services
to many of the world’s most admired
brands, including more than 85 percent of
the Fortune 500 and more than 6,000 private and middle market companies. Our
people work across more than 20 industry
sectors to make an impact that matters —
delivering measurable and lasting results
that help reinforce public trust in our capital
markets, inspire clients to see challenges as
opportunities to transform and thrive, and
help lead the way toward a stronger economy and a healthy society.
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